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the Italian job 4.7%  £6.50
the addition of black pepper and
lemongrass to create a delicate citrus and
spiced aromas.

better late then never 5.9% £7.50
heavily dry-hopped, intense fleshy, juicy
tropical and citrus fruit aromas..

Yorkshire best 4.2% £6.00
classic, crisp with a balance of bitterness
and sweetness.

California common 4.2% £6.00
caramel maltenes with a fruity hop to
create medium level of bitterness and
sweetness.

Timothy Taylors landlord 4.3% £5.25
THE DRINKERS FAVOURITE, A CLASSIC PALE ALE
WITH COMPLEX CITRUS AND HOPPY AROMA

theakstons best 3.8% £4.50
AMBER IN COLOUR SUBTLE SPICY CITRUS AROMA,
AND PERFECTLY BALANCED MIX OF SWEET FRUIT IN
FLAVOUR

tetley smooth flow 3.4% £?
A CREAMY ALE CREATED WITH A NUTTY ROASTED
FULL BODIED FLAVOUR, CLASSIC HOP AROMA AND
CRISP BITTERNESS ON THE PALETTe

AMBER ALE

PILSNER

pilsnear 4.8% £6.50
brewed with noble hops, Munich malts and
fermented at a low temperature.

gallo pils 4.8% £6.50
a clean and lightly filtered, soft, peachy
notes with a clean and spiced hop.

golden eagle 4.5% £7.50
Czech style pilsner made with super soft
water and hops for a refreshing and crisp
finish with just a hint of spice.

LAGER

Peroni Nastro azzuro 5.0% £5.75
Refreshing Italian Lager: Smooth lager
brewed using barley, hops and water

house lager  4.0% £4.75
session lager brewed in the north,
exclusively for provenance

Peroni red label 4.7% £5.25
This is a subtle and fruity Italian lager, with
subtle floral and fruit hop notes, that add
to the balanced bittersweet taste

peroni gf 5.0% £5.25
a crisp and refreshing beer crafted with
passion and flair to offer a delicate balance
of bitterness and subtle citrus aromatic
notes without the gluten

peroni capri 4.2% £5.25
BREWED WITH A LIGHT TOUCH OF ITALIAN LEMON
ZEST FOR A CRISP, REFRESHING TASTE

MENABREA   4.8% - £6.50
PALE LAGER WELL BALANCED BETWEEN BITTER AND
CITRUS NOTES - MADE FROM THEIR OWN FARMED
YEAST AND PURE DOLOMITE MOUNTAIN WATER

duvel 8.5% £6.50
a natural beer with a subtle bitterness, a
refined flavour and a distinctive hop
character

kwak 8.0% £10.00
Kwak is a warming beer with hints of
liquorice and a slightly spicy character of
coriander and hops. There is a subtle aroma
of banana, pineapple and mango.

leffe 6.6% £6.95
Subtle notes of vanilla and cloves

BELGIAN
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Go Backer 3.6% gf £6.00
Soft, juicy and brimming with citrus fruit
flavours.

scrambler 4.6% £6.00
Delicate crisp and fruity with a light
bitter finish.

strength in numbers 6.5% £7.50
balancing against a strong, chewy malt
backbone and a moreish bitterness ipa.

coney 4.5% £7.00
hazy session IPA with strong flavours of
citrus, mango, and stone fruits.

lupu lion 5.0% gf £7.50
a juicy golden pale ale heavily hopped for
roaring citrus notes.

juice forsyth 5.0% £7.50
Lashings of pineapple, passionfruit, and
mango combine with Cascade, known as
the juice bomb.

baby-faced assassin 6.1% £7.50
mango, apricot, grapefruit and mandarin
orange with a lasting juicy, tropical fruit
bitterness.

roots. rocks. reggae 6.4% £7.50
a fresh pineapple and grapefruit Indian
pale ale that packs a fruity punch.

thousand yard stare 5.4% gf £7.50
a light, full flavoured and intense
tropical fruit nose giving a juicy and
mouth-watering finish.

neon jungle 5.5% £8.00
this brings you bright tropical flavours,
involving tangerine, pineapple and passion
fruit.

Timothy Taylor - hopical storm 4.0% £6.05
A STRIKING TRIPLE-HOPPED PALE ALE UNLEASHING
A TROPICAL CYCLONE OF REFRESHMENT WITH
FLAVOURS OF MANDARIN, MANGO AND
PASSIONFRUIT

time travelling taxi 5.4% v £7.50
this has a creamy mouthfeel from the oats
and a punchy hop profile. 

peroni libera 0% £4.50
Refreshing Italian Lager: Smooth lager
brewed using barley, hops and water

loris 0.5% £6.00
loris is an easy drinking, tropical juice and
A hazy low alcohol pale ale.

bUDWEISER BUDVAR NEALKO 0.5% £4.75
NO ALCOHOL SHOULD NEVER MEAN NO FLAVOUR,
NEALKO IS BREWED USING THE ORIGINAL
BUDWEISER BUDVAR RECIPE.

GUINESS ZERO 0.0% £6.50
THE SAME GREAT TASTE AS GUINNESS WITHOUT
THE ALCOHOL

lOW/NO ALCOHOL

Sidecar 7.0% gf £10.50
a sharp and tangy, barrel-aged sour beer
that has a strong hit of zesty orange
upfront, followed by a boozy brandy
mouthfeel and a touch of oak on the finisH

garden of earthly delights 10.1% £10.50
Barrel-aged on raspberry, rhubarb,
chamomile, vanilla bean

hello dimitri? 10.4% £10.50
flavours of raisins, Christmas cake and
malt loaf coming to the fore, along with
hints of liquorice and a touch of vanilla

BARREL AGED
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